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DARRE

defendant DARPJ), as Reich Minister of Food and Agri
culture, is>specifically accused in this count of having
directed and supervised staffs which regul=^ted the entire
agricultural economy of Germany and carried out and con
trolled the individual conduct of millions of German farmers
and their employees.

It is asserted that shortly after the

invasion of Poland DARRE sought a million or more Polish

workers for use on German farms and that through his represen-

"

tatives in the General Council of the Four-Teer Plan he brought

I

pressure upon Hens Fr^^nk, Governor General for Occupied Poland,

1

to satisfy such l^bor demands, suggesting forcible and violent
measures for recruitment where necessary.

It is alleged that

deputies of DARRE were dispatched to the Government General
to gunrantee th-^.t the deportations would be carried out
promptly.

^

It is further asserted that during t he war years

the defendant dispatched demands to the Government General
for the prompt carrying out of deportations.

It is further

alleged that during auch years the demands of the Defendant
1

DARRE for more slave l^^.bor Were unremitting and that hundreds

of thousands of persons were deported for the use of German
agrioulture.

It is rsserted that Defendant DARRE advocated a

ruthless treatment of slave laborers employed by German farm

ers In full aocordance with the racial precepts and standards

of National Socialism.

It is further alleged that DARRE,

with knov-acdge of the actual treatment which was being meted

out to slave laborers, directly and through his agencies
protested against leniency in the treatment of these "racial
enemies" and transmitted SS and Nazi Party Instructions and

warnings to German frrmers against a humane feeling toward
the slave workers, and recommended corporal punishment to
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discourpge isziness or refrp.otory attitude and suggested

that the facilities of the SS and G-estapo be used to main
tain good discipline.

It is also asserted that defendant was

responsible for giving semi-starvation rations to foreign
workers and prisoners of war, and that he was further respon
sible for discriminatory classification along racial lines

with resultant detriment to Poles, lews, and Russians, both
civilians and prisoners of war.

It is finally asserted

th^t as p. result of this policy large numbers of foreign
workers were

starved

to death and others suffered and died

from diseases induced by nutritional deficiencies, while
other? suffered ^nd ^re suffering from permanent physical
impairments as a result of such treatment.
>k

The findings of the IMT and the evidence in this case

leave no doubt as to the truth of the charges that greet

numbers of foreign workers, pa.rtioularly Poles, were for
cibly deported to Germj^ny end used for agricultural work in

Germany.

It is alw^o clear that the Defendant DJiRRE, at an

early date following the beginning of the wip.r, emphatically
made it known in competent higher officialdom in Germany
that there vjps urgent need for more agricultural labor if

food production was to be efficiently and eatisfactorlly
carried out, and th'^t ho indicated that Polish v;orkers

should be procured for this purpose.

This in itself, how;-

ever, does not indicate that Defendant DjiRRE participated

in the establishment of forcible recruitment of agriculturel
laborers from Polandi

It is clea.

from th© evidence in this

case that it had been common practice prior to the wiar to

employ great number? of Polish workers in German agriculture.

It also appears from the evidence in this case that, under
date of 3 January 1940, the requirements for agricultural
laborers were made known et e. session of the General Council
-773-
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for tile rour-Year Plan throagii State Secretary Backs, who
reported on the state of agricultural production and the

reouirements for lahor.

It is interesting to note that the

minutes of said meeting state in part as follovvs:
"J^lthough compulsory service measures are not

to be resorted to generally, ways must be found
of insuring that female laborers from occupations
related to agriculture, and part of the labor which
will become available in industry will be directed
into agriculture."

It does not appear thpt at that time there was any demand

for forcible recruitment by the agricultural authorities
T

nor that any action was taken by the General Council of

i

the Pour-Year Plan for such forcible recruitment.
It does appear that from time to time discussions were

9

had with Governor General Frank of Foland with respect to

the allocation of lolish labor.

It appears from the evi

dence that during such sessions suggestions were made, some
times by Frank, that conipulsory measures might have to be
resorted to.

^

There i^' no satisfactory proof that Defendant

DARRE ever suggested forcible recruitment as a means to se
cure the needed laborers nor that he v;as actually inBtz'dmen/

tal in establishing a program of forcible recruitment of
Polish workers for German agriculture.

It is true that

representatives of "griculture sometimes attended conferences

with Fr^-nk.

£

There is no convincing evidence that any one of

these were ever instructed by DJ^RHE to press for forcible
recruitment to meet the agricultural demandfor labor.

The defendant's testimony, to the effect that his

activities in the actual methods of procurement of labor
were limited, Is nob irreconcilable vdth the prosecution's
evidence.

In this connection we cell attention to the tes

timony of Erwin Lorenz who was a Kinisteriel Dirigent in the
Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture, and who attended
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conferences between Governor General Frank and officials of

the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture and the Reich
Ministry of Labor.

An excerpt from said Lorenz^s state

ment follows:

"The section ^Labor* of the Reich Ministry of

Food and Agriculture which was heeded by me, had
to deal with all questions pertaining to the juris
diction of the Reich Ministry of Labor, among them
the question of labor requirements, from the point
of view of food economy.
In all these matters, my
section could only advise, the Reich Ministry of

Labor, submit suggestions, convey v^Jishes, and re
quest that they be considered as far as possible.

I

On the other hand the Reich Ministry of Food and

y

Agriculture was not itself empov/ered to issue any
regulations, orders, etc. on these matters.
In
order to ascertain the wishes and requirements of
food and economy as they arose, it requested the
attitude of the Reich Food Estate before making a

*'

decision in important matters. Important applica
tions to the Ministry of Labor v;ere made by me in
writing. The correspondence was drafted by me or
by my assistant and, according to its significance,
either signed by me or forwarded for signature to
the Division Chief, Ministerial Director Harmening,
to State Secretary Backe or Minister Darre..
All
important requests for labor requirements were
principally forwarded for signature to the State

^

Secretary or to bhe Minister.

In less Important

matters I got in touch with Ministerialrat Timm of
the Reich Ministry of Labor."
Nowhere does it satisfactorily appear that D.ARRS '
urged forcible recruitment or that he could have altered

the situation, had it come to his attention.

Some of the

prosecution witnesses have assumed or indicated a belief
r

^

•

that DARRE was advised of all plans and operations involv

ing recruitment of Polish workers, but such conclusions are

^

not adequately supported by factual evidence.

The charge

that DARRE was instrumental in imposing harsh measures

against foreign workers employed in agriculture in Germany
is not adequately established by the evidence.

The Tribunal is of the opinion that the charges
against DARRB a<^ contained in Count Seven are not proved
beyond a reasonable doubt, and it, therefore, finds
Pefehdant DARRE NOT GXJXlTT under such count«

KOER^rSR

It if? specificelly Rlieged that Defendant KOERlvSR,
during the period from September, 1939., to May> 1945, v;as

permanent deputy to Goering as General Plenipotentiary for
the Pour-Year Plan, charged with the task of representing
Go .ring in all current activities of the Pour-Year Plan,

which, among other things, was concerned with the recruit
ment and allocation of manpower.

It is alleged that

KOERNSR was active in the formulation and e^recution of the

program for forced recruitment, enslavement and exploita
tion of foreign worker, and the use and exploitation of
prisoners of war in work relating directly to war opera

tions,

It is asserted that he, as Chairman of the General

Council for the Pour-Year Plan during the period from

December, 1939, to 1942, dealt vith questions of labor
conrcription '=»nd allocation, including the use of forced
foreign labor.

It is alleged that the General Council for

the Four-Year Plan was charged with the task of planning and

supervising the work of the Pour-Year Plan departments and

that its influence, under the leadership of Defendant KOSENSR>
was important in the slave-labor progr^^m,

lb is charged that

ICOERNER, during tiis period from April, 1942, to April, 1945,
was a member of the Central Planning Board which had supreme

authority for the scheduling of production and the alloca
tion and development of raw met arials in the German Y;ar

economy.

It is ch^='rged that the Central Planning Board

determined the labor reQ,ttirements of industry, agriculture,
and all other sections of the German econpmy and made

requisitions for and allocations^ of such l'='bor.

It is

alleged that K0E5M1H had full knowledge of the illegal
manner in v hich foreign workers were cor-scripted and

prisonepv^ of v?8r utilized to meet sucii requi?itions, ?nd
that he knev of the unlswful and inhumane conditions under

which they were exploited»

It is charged that he attended

the meetings of the Central Planning Board, participated in

its decisions and in the formulation of the basic policies
with reference to the eyploitation of such labor.

It is

further charged that Defendant KOEENBR held numerous key

positions and was one of the leading figures in the Hermann

Groering 'Jorks, a vest, Reich-owned, industrial empire, the
activities of which, «mong other things, ranged over nearly
every branch of mining and heavy industry, and also in many
branches of firmament production.

It is asserted that the

Hermann Goering 'forks used many thousands of foreign labor-

er-"^, prisoners of war, and concentration-camp inmates, and
that

in the

course of the use of forced labor in such works

the workers were exploited under inhumane conditions with

respect to their personal liberty, shelter, food, pay,
hours of Work and health.

It is asserted that compulsory

means were used to force those workers to enter or remain

in involuntary servitude,.and it is asserted that prisoners
of war were used in vjork having a direct relation to war

operations, and in unhealthful ^nd dangerous work.

It is

asserted that IfOERNER was active in recruiting slave labor,
including prisoners of war, for these enterprises.
The evidence adduced against Defendant Koerner in

support of the charges in this count is so voluMnous
th'^t a detailed discussion thereof is not practicable in

this opinion.

It will suffice, however, that we specifi

cally call attention to some parts of the evidence, and
that we quite generally comment on the character of the
whole 4
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The evidence has established that daring the times

in question Defendant KOSPl"^. held high positions in the
Eeioh G-overnment on the policy-making level, and that he

held important positions in the Reich-owned Hermann Goering

"Torks, an industrial concern of vast scope and of great
importance in the industrial life of Germany.

From the

evidence it appears that in such capacities he became
involved in the formulation and eyecution of the slave-

^

labor "•'>rogram to an extensive degree.

The defendant, at

1

?

an early date, vjas made Goering^s deputy in the Four-Year
Plan, Goering stating in the decree establishing such FourYear Plan that "in all current business concerning the Four-

Year Plan I shall be represented by State SecretaryKOERFER".
The evidence abundantly shows that to a great extent the

Four-Year Pl^n was inexthicably botind up with the execution
and furtherance of slave labor and that EOERNER played an

important role in connection therewith as Goering*s deputy.

It appears that in December, 1939, K03RI''"ER became

Goering*s deputy in the General Council of the Four-Year
Plan,

It appears that it was ICOERFER who most frequently

prev<^ided over the meetings of such General Council.
Such Gteneral Council was an extremely important orgs.niza-

^

tion including practically all the ministries, as v^ell as
Gener'='l Thomas of the Army High Command.

^

Goering^s decree

creating such General Council stated,
"The function of the General Council for the
Four-Year Plan is the current distribution of

the tasks of the individual departments, ^nd the
receipt and discussion of the members concerning
the st^'te of the work of the individual depart

ments, including the instigation of the necessary
measures."

The decree stated that the members of such General Council

wdll be the State Secretaries K0ERN3R, Neumann, Landfried,
-778-

Backs, Syrup, Kleinmann, Alpers and STUCKART, and the
Reich Commiaaioner for Price Control and Major G-eneral
Thomas as Chief of the V'ar Economy Office of the QKlf

and a representative for the Euehrer*s Deputy,

The decree

stated, "I take the ch?=ir in the General Council,

My deputy

will be State Secretary E0ER3^^ER.

It appears that at meeting after meeting of such
General Council presided over by ICOEi?NER, matters relating

to the conscription and allocation of labor were discussed

*=ind planned.

The matter of forcible conscription of such

labor in the occupied territories Mms repeatedly the sub

ject of discussion and action.

For instance, on February

14, 1940, e. meeting of the General Council for the FourYear Plan took place at which Defendant KGEEt^ER was present

and at which he presided.

The minutes of said meeting

indicate that State Secretary Backe stated,
"If, as it appears likely, there will be in
the Government

difficulties at the labor recruit

ing offices in the recruiting of civilian Poles,
it will be unavoidable to give the occupation

army authority and directive to cause by force
the necessary number of workers to be transported
to Germony."

'7e also call attention to the 8th meeting of the General
Council for the Four-Year ri«n presided over by KOERMER
and held on 17 April 1940.

The minutev«^ of such meeting

^'hich were recorded by one Dr. Gramsch, who, in the trial

of this case was a defense witness in behalf of KOEPF"BR,

contains the following statement*;
^'Qwing to the increased resistance on the
na.rt of the Poles the propag«^.nda. action in the
Gener'^l Government came to a standstill even
•^fter the transportation difficulties w/ere
removed.

The only thing which can be done, is

to carry out =* forced conscription by calling
up certain age classes of Poles."
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The defense of KOiHlRl^TER th^^t the compulsion edvoc^^ted

by Stpte ?3ecretnry B?=iok6 in the meeting of the Generpl Coun

cil of 14 February 1940 v;as in fact opposed and never carried
out does not appear to be true,.

The ifl/itness Gramsch who was

present at said meeting- and kept the minutes thereof testi

fied thpt there was in fact no opposition to Backers proposal
for compulsion.
In this

connection i t is to be noted that the IMT

in its finding with respect to compulsory deportation of

]

laborers from Poland said:

r

"By the middle of Jipril, 1940, compulsory
deportation of laborers to Germany had been
ordered in the Government General; f=nd a sim
ilar procedure was followed in other eastern
territories as they were occunied."

The foregoing evidence would seem to establish

beyond doubt KOEHTSR'S kno^'^odge of and participation in
the slave-labor program, but wo will briefly touch upon
other roles played by the Defendant ICOFRNER in this
nefarious program.

In April, 1942, Goering established

the Central Planning Board, the decree creating it stating

th^t same was set up:
•rCn order to secure priority for rearmament
as ordered by the Fuehrer and to consolidate all
demands made on the entire economic structure

during the v-^r and also to provide ?n adjust
ment for nutritional security and for the poten

tialities of inriustry, i.e., with respect to raw
materials and production, I decree:
"1,

A 'Central Planning' will be established
within the framework of the Four Years

Plan.,

It will be under my Immediate

command.

"2,

Reichminister SPEER, Fieldmarshal MILCH,
and State Se'Hietary EOERb'ER, together, will
take

over the

control of the

'Central

Planning'.

"3,

The

'Central Planning' v:ill enoojpr.ss the

entire economic structure and has' among
others the follo^'lnj^ tasks:"
-780-

And ?='fter enujnerpting tpsk? the decree continues:
^^insofpr PS

in individual cpses I

hpve not

preserved the poiA^er of decision for myself,

The ^Centrsl Plenning^ v-dll m^ke the fine.l
decision on its 077n authority by virtue

oi' the pov'-'Ors vested in J2ie>^^
supplied)i

(Underscoring

It vill be noted thst Speer, Milch and Defendant KOEEKER
vere the original members of such planning board.

Eunkj

%

the Reich Minister of Economics, also bec^^me a member of
0

such Central planning Board over a year later.

The

findings of the IMT, as well as the evidence in this case,
establish the criminal character and activities of the

Central Planning Board.

Eunk, who became a member of such

planning board (more th^^n a year after KOERFER), and Speer
were both convicted by the IM.

Pertinent herein are the

following references made by the IMT in its Ji^dgment
against Eunk and Speer:
"In the fall of 1943, EUNIC was a member of
the Central-Planning Board which determined.the
total number of laborers needed for Cerrrian in

dustry, and required SAUCEEL to produce them,
usually by deportation fror. occupied territories.
EUNK did not appear to be particularly interested
in this aspect of the forced labor program and

usually sent a deputy to attend the meetings ^

*

^ * But EUNK was avmre that the Board of which he
was a member was demanding the importation of slave
raporers ang piiocaring T^nem lo the various inaus-

tries under its control."

(Underscoring

supplied)♦

Again speaking with reference to the meaning of the Central
Planning Board the IMT states:
"Speer knew when he made his demands on

Sauckel that they would-be sup."lied by foreign
laborers serving under compul!=ion. He partici
pated in conferences involving the eytension of
the slave labor program for the purpose of
satisfying his demands,"

^

(Underscoring supplied)

"Sauckel continually informed Speer and his

representatives that foreign laborers were ob

tained by force.

At a meeting of March 1, 1944,

Sneer's de-.uty questioned Sauckel very closely
about his failure to live up to the obligation
-781

to supply 4,000,000
territories.

from occupied

In some c^ses Speer dem?.nded

Ipborers from specific foreign countries.
Thus, e.t the conference j^ugust 10-1?, Seuckel
•\A-es

instructed to sup'^ly Speer "^with s. further

million Rusj^ian laborers for

the German armament

industry up to ^nd including October 194?. At a
meeting of the Central Plai.ning Bo=^rd on April

??, 1943, Speer discussed plans to obtain Russian
laborers for use in the co^l mines, and fl^^tly vetoed
the suggestion that this labor deficit should be
made up by German I'^bor,"
^'ith respect to the m?=king of decisions in the

Central Planning Board Speer testified as follows when
asked i f he v?as Chairman of that

"office".

"The Central planning Board w-as no office
as such; it was a place where decisions were
made.
The Centrj^l PlJ^nning Board was not
led by me but the decisions were made by three

men in common, Ifilch, ICOBRRER, '^nd myself.
After we took over the production department
from the Ministry of Economics the fourth man,

Funk, was added."

(Underscoring supplied).

From the evidence introduced it appears that from

its incention in April, 1942, to Tune 7, 1944, over fifty
meetings of the Central Planning Bo^^rd were held, ^nd it
appears that Defendant KOERFER was present in practically

all of such meeting?.
and decisions msde at

For examples of subjects taken up
such meetings we refer to the follow

ing:

The 21st Meeting of 30 October 194?, in which the
rprticipantv^ agreed on using SS and police forces and
f

concentration camos as measures to intimidate slave

laborers ^'ho. claimed to be ?ick.

The 36th Meeting of £2 April, 1943, in which plans
were di-^cu?^ed for securing Russian laborers for use in

coal mines, and in w.'hlch meeting Speer opposed the
suggestion that this labor deficit should be made up by
German labor.

The 54th Meeting of 1 March, 1944, in which it
became obvious that foreign laborers were being conscripted
-782-

by force.

It v'«s et such meeting thet Sauckel stated;
"Out of the five million "^''orkers vho arrived

in Germany, not even 200,000 came voluntarily."
The Defendant rOEFl"^EP. was present '^t all of the meetings^
here specifically referred to.

That the Central Planning Eo«rd played a prominent

role in the execution and furtherance of the slave-labor

program is undubitabiy clear.

That FOPPl^R participated

therein as an active member of the Central Planning Board,
present ^t most of its meetings, is likewise beyond ques

tion.

KOPHIISR'S efforts to minimize his weight or activity

in the Central Planning Board are not worthy of much con

sideration.

It must be remembered that throughout KOEPT^H

was deputy to Goering and th'=^t by reason thereof his

prestige snd influence in the Central Planning Board, or
in any other council of Peich officials, doubtless were
considerable.

Furthermore, the records of the meetings

of the Central Planning Board indicate that he made himself
heard when he so desired.

It does not

th^t he

opposed the enslavement measures and activities discussed
and acted upon by '^uch Central Planning Board.
••;e will now briefly discuss one more role in which

KOERNER participated in the slave-labor program - that
is as an official in the Hermann Goering ^^/orks.

KOEPNEP.

was Chairman of the Aufsichtsrat (Supervisory Bo^rd) of

the Hermann Goering "-vorks, from its beginning until 1942,
when a holding company of such concern, P.eichswerke A.G.
Hermann Goering, was established.

In 1939 KOERNER became

chairman of its Aufsiohtsrat and continued as such until
1942,

In 1940, apparently because of the vast growth of

these Heich-owned industries, they were organized into

three blocks, one, the Fontan, including important iron

ore mining, coal, iron and steel plants, and a few armament
-783-

pljnnts - altogether a vpst orge.nization.

Defendant

ZO^Rl'TSR became chairmp.n of the Montan's Anfischtsret

^••nd

continued in th^^t c^n.^city into 1942*

It vas stated

in the course of the testimony of one of the defense wit

nesses that the duties of the Aufsichtsrat of vhich rODRlTBR
"Was chairman included "personnel" matters.

While no spec

ific mention "^''ps made as to labor mstfeers vie find th^t on

2 September 1941 Defendant ICOHRFSR wrote to State Secretary

Dr. Syrup in the Reich ministry of Labor, requesting 10,000

^

Russian prisoners of wap for the Hermann Goering 'Dorics,
':hile the allocation of prisoners of war in this instance.

^

m«y not have been criminal, the request in this instance
by KO^RNHR indicates his involvement to a considerable
degree in the question of labor matters insofar as the

Hermann Goering Works was concerned.

It is significant

also that on the 17th of October, 1941, one Meinberg,

of the Hermann Goering Works, directed a communication to

the same Dr. Syrup requesting him to inaugurate the forcible

conscription of Czech labor on the ground that the Hermann
Goering Work needed 1500 Czechs.

Other evidence discloses

that a very considerable number of foreign workers, includ

ing prisoners of w^r, became employed in the Hermann Goering
'

Works for the year 1941.

Further evidence airo discloses

that from 1959 until the end of the war the Hermann Goering

^

Works employed thous^-nds of foreign civill'^'n workers, vjho
were often retained therein through compulsion.

It further

appears from the evidence th'^t con^iitions under Vvhich these
laborers v/ere obliged to work and the treatment accorded
them in m-ny in^t'^nces was cruel end brutal.

Supervisory poaitions- of responsibility such as

held by Defendant FOFRNFR in the Hermann Goering Works,

coupled with actioas actually taken by him, precludes our
-784-

c'bsolving him from blpme for the slrve labor established
end maintained in the Hermann G-oering Works.

As Chpirman

of the Anfsichtsrat of Reichswerke A.G. fner Erzbergbaa and

Sisenhuetten 'TTerm^nn Goering'* from it'^ beginning until

1942, as Chairman of the Aufsichtsrat of the Reichswerke
A.G* Hermann Goering fro^: 1939 until 1942, and

Chairman

of the Anfsichtsrat of the Montan Block (Reichswerke A«G.

fner Berg- und Huettenbefcriebe '^Hermann Goering") from 1940

to 1942, his duties of management Vv'ere obviously auch ^^s

to, in all probability, have made him thoroughly cognizant
of such an import«=nt and vital an element as labor condi
tions would be in industries of such magnitude «^nd complexity
as v;ere these in the Herm^^'nn Goering Works,

The Tribunal finds Defendant EOEHFBP. GUILTY under
Count Seven.

{

V
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PLEIQ-EH

Defendant PLEIGER is specifically accused of parti

cipation in the slave-labor program. ^It is asserted that
he was the Chairman of the Praesidium, the governing board
of the Reichsyereinigung Kohle, commonly known as the RVKj

an official a^'oncy for the regulation of the ehtire Ccrman
.coal industryj which organization possessed wide powers and
exercised important functions with respect to the procurement,
alloca.tion) use and treatment of slave labor^ including

prisoners of V7ar»

It is asserted that PLEIG-^ was the

dominant figure in the RVK> the chief pal^ticipant in the ^

formulation and execution of policies designed to procure,
enslave and exploit labor;.

It is alleged that PLEIG-ER,

as head of the RVK, presented the manpower requirements
of the coal industry to the Central Planning Board and

urged the recruitment and allocation of great numbers of
slave laborers to the coal mines.

It is also alleged that

he sought out and recruited foi^cign workers, prisoners of

war, and concentration-camp labor through the Ihird Reich

and satellite governments and agencies, the G-erman military
forces, the SS., and elsewhere.

It is also alleged that

PLEIGER held key positions and was one of the leading

figures in the Hermann Gocring Works., and that the

Hermginn peering Works used many thousands of foreign

^

laborers, prisoners^of war and concentration-camp Inmates,

and that such^labor, while employed in the Hci-^mann
G-oering VJorks, vfas subjected to exploitation uq^cr in
humane conditions with respect to their liberty, shelter,

food, pay, hours of work,, and health,

it is asserted that

repressive measures were used to force thfso workers to
enter and remain in involuntary servitude, and it is

assci ted that prisoners of wrj? wore used in work having

•786-

a direct relation to war operations, and in umhealthful and

dangerous work., and finally it is assorted tha.t PLEIG-ER was

active^ in i-'coruitment of slave labor, including prisoners
of war, for the Hermann G-ocring Works enterprises.

It

is asserted tha,t he made arra,ngcmonts for joint enterprises
between the SS and the Hermann Goering Works involving
I

the use of concentration-camp workers in such enterprises.
The evidence adduced by the px*osccution and by the
defense v/ith respect to the charges in this couut is vory
voluminous.

Much time has been consumed by the Tribunal

in consideration of both tho documentary and ora.l evidence
before the Tribunal,

A detailed resume and discussion of

all such testimony is not practicable hero.

Only such

portion thereof as seems necessary to explain and justify^
the Tribunal's conclusion with respect to this count will,

therefore, be specifically referred to in this opinion.
In our treatment, of the charges against Defendant
KOERNER under this count wo discussed the establishment

of the Central Planning Board, its membership, and its
functions.

Wo called attention to the part that such

organization lelayed in the carrying out of the slave-labor
program,

Evidoncc introduced by the prosecution in the

form of minutes of numerous meetings of the Central

Planning Board establish clearly and indubitably that

Defendant PLEIG-ER, as Chairman of tho R9ich Association

Coal, and as G-cneral Manager of the BHO, and as Chairman
of the Vorstand of the Montan Block Division of the Hermann

G-oering Works, repeatedly and aggressively pressed the
Central Planning Board to "supply these industries thus
represented with labor,

PLUlGSR himself testified in this

proceeding in answer to a question as to who vjas invited
to meetings of the^Central Planning Boardj
"V/hocvcr) as representatives of an industrial
"branch or of an economic group, had perhaps some
importance in any of the decisions to be taken by
the Central Planning Board."

In his oTim testimony the defendant denied that he ever
made "demand" for labor from the Central Planning Board,

but stated tha.t he did "apply" for it*

As illustrative

of the manner of applying for labor, we refer to the

minutes of the meetings of the Central planning Board
where such applications were made by PLBIG-ER.

It appears

that at meeting after meeting of the Central Planning

Board^hc wanted more laborers foi"' mining and other indus
tries, he knov;ing at the time that such Central Planning
Board was determining labor allocation from forcibly con

scripted people of the occupied territories and from pris
oners of v;ar, in which latter case allocvation was being
made to employment in dangci-ous occupations a.nd to \-jorVL
under conditions which made such employment a violation
of the Geneva Convention.

It is to bo noted that on

9 August 1948 defendant,

in 'the course of testifying in his own behalf, in response

to a question, stated that 1943 he heard for the first time
that Sauckcl wa,s forcibly recruiting workers in the East.

It was apparent that the defendant sought to have the
Tribunal believe that such revelation had shocked the

defendant.

We cannot accept the testimony of the defen

dant with rospeot to such matter cas being true.

It

appears that on 10 August 1948 the defendant testified

that 90 percent of the workers in the 3H0 wore Russian

civilians, but doclrrod that^hc did not know that any of
them were forcibly recruited, this despite the fact that
PLEIGSH himself was at the times in question General
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Manager of the BHO.

When, during cross-cx^ination,

ho vjas shovjn an activity report of the BHO, d?.tcd 30
April 1942, vzhioli showed that Russian miners had been
recruited in that area for the BHO in Kikopol through

police coercion, the defendant admitted th.at the receipt
of this report by him was "quite prob.ablc".

It is a.lso

significant tha.t one of the defendant's own vjitncssos, one

Adolf Carlovitz,^in testifying on behalf of the defendant
on 2 August 1948, stated that he had first learned about
involunta.ry workers when he made a trip with PLEIG-EH to

Kriwoi Rog in September 1941, having Iccarncd tha,t "the
idea had come up to employ Eastern workers in G-crmany,
and these Eastern workers were to be accommodated in

special camps surrounded by barbed wire."
this to PLEICtER".

Ho "reported

Ho testifies tha.t PLEIGER objected

strongly to "having assigned labor in this manner".
If any shock was ever felt by Defendant PLElCxE?..

concerning the forcible recruitment of la.borcro it must
9

i

have been short-lived, for, aside from the testimony of
defendant's witness Carlovitz, the record contains very
little that can be construed as protest or objection to

such form of conscription of labor.

On the contrary, the

record discloses that Defendant PLEIGER took positive

action to apply compulsion in order to retain workers

employed in industries in which he had a.n interest or to
which his authority extended.

A'ttention is called to a

letter introduced in evidence dated 5 August 1945, signed

by PLEIG-ER, addressed to Sauckcl, but also sent to Himmlcr
and Kaltcnbrunner by PLEIGER,

Such Ictbcr calls attention

to the fact "that the Eastern workers, Polos, and also
Ukrainians v7cro leaving their jobs in groat numbers".
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To rciacdy such situntion the Defendant PL3iai::R adviscG

that as countcrncasurcG, ahoolutcly necessary, the
following steps should he tahcn.

The first thi-co points

sorccscd "by defendant as "countcrnic asures" vjcre then
stated as follows^

"!•)

To nahc it possihlc to got hold of fugi

tives, the name of the plant, its Reich-

plant nunber or the number of the Labor

Office is to be stamped durably into the
individual undcrv;car and clothine: of the
Eastern worker, etc. In addition each

Eastern worker is to be given a dog taa
and a pass (work book) containing his
picture. Both^nust indicate in figur..s
which is the Laioor Office dealing with
his employment, and where is he employed.
"The plan already considered of organ

izing a Reich card index with finger printing appears to ne to bo very inadvis.ablch

"2, )

The Easter'n workers have to confirm x:ith
their signatux'cs that they were told to
report immediately to the plant the loss

of the dog to.g and of the pass, and that

the neglect to do tha.t or the removal of

the narks in the clothing is subject to
severe puirpshimcnt (concentration camp
for a longer period).

) Eastern workers and Poles caught when trying
to escape, cand also Ukrainians escaped or

-f

not returned from their vacations n,ro to bo

taken back on principle to the olant which

thoy had loft v/ithout permission.

An n.grcc-

mont of this sort is in existence between the

Rcichsfuchror SS and the G-BA (Plenipotentiary
of La.bor), however, it w.as not applied in
regard to Eastern workers and to the others
evidently only r.aroly applied. Even if the

place where tlicy arc caught is very diot.ant''

from the place where they had their old job,
the v7orkors have to bo taken back, ,and that
has to bo done for i''casons of education in

respect to the other Eastern workers, and
also in order not to reduce the road in
Case of a second csc.ape."

Obviously defendant ha.d no qualms .about retaining
workers by force oven though ho may, in 1941, have'had

objections to involuntary conscription. The involuntary
nature ox the servitude imposed is, of coui'^so, wrongful,
whether oi-'ising in the first instanco from forcible
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conscription or whether arising from forcible retention

in the employmente

Furthermore, it appears that on

February 12, 1943, PLEIG-SR had sent a letter to Sauckel

which also indica.teB that he V7as in favor of the applica.tion of force with respect to the recruitment and retention

of Poles in the mining industryo

Vfe quote the follovjing

therefrom:

"Dear Party 24ember Sauchel,
"Referring to our telephone conversation
regarding the use of Polish labor in the mining
industry I wish to impress this matter upon you
once again. As I already have told you, in
the presence of Reichrainister Speer I ha.ve
pointed out to- the Fuehrer that the increase

in production which'the mining industry is

asked to accomplish, can be realized best by
using young fresh Polish labor. In saying that
I have emphasized that their alloc.ation is the
condition for drafting G-erman miners into the
Wehrmacht.

"I wish to a.sk you again to speed up the
allocation of the Poles tro the mining industry.

In this respect it cannot be a. question of

recruiting individual men;

2-3 whole age

groups, preferably those of 19 -

22 years of

age, have to bo drafted for 3 years to the
mining industry.

If

"As I have already stressed in my discussions

with G-eneral von Unruh, the^objections that the

polish construction service'would not have enough
personnel for guarding them, are not justified.
I t is quite possible to organize the disciplinary
Care of the Poles by the mining industry itself,
sufficient miners being: on .hand vjith a-military
record who can take over their guarding." (Under-

s cor i ng s upxDli ed),

^

'

]

In view of the fact that defendant, in testifying
in his ovm behalf, and through testimony of other witnesses,

*

has sought 'to create the impression that he took a gen
erally bonovolent attitude toward laborers in the plants
and industries subject to his authority, it is revealing
to examine the-minutes of a meeting of the Stahlwerke

Braunschweig, a Herman G-ocring Works foundry, held as
early as 21 March 1940 and presided over by Defendant
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PLEiaER*

This meeting, it appenrc, wae attended

a

number of important Hermann G-oering Works officials.

The

minutes clc.arly justify the conclusion that PLSIdER was a
/

dominating force in the Hermann G-ocringWorks, especially
in the Montan companies of such concern.

What is particu

larly pertinent in connection with our concidera.tion of

this count is that it is here shown that strong disci
plinary measures were taken against Polish workers at

that early date.

The report of the meeting states in

part:

"ih?. Sohiegries complains about , the Polish
workers who arc often chirking or simply report
sick.
One should stop issuing them food.
llr.

Sohiegries receives all pox:erc to take appro
priate counter-mcasureso fiorcover, the special
camp will be ready shortly, where such men xifill
ha.vc to sta.y for three weeks.
But Herr Plcigcr
•also a.g^ocs to the dcpriva.tion of food."
The evidence discloses that PLSIG-SH was not

averse to employing ruthless measures to keep foreign

workers in involuntary servitude.

A letter which appears

to have been written by PLEIG-EH to Speer, dated 30 August
1943, is revealing,
such letter.

PLEIG-SH does not deny authorship of

When such letter was shown him during his

cross-examination he stated;

"•...I think that this lottor wa.o sent out,
I cannot cay, however, with, certainty."

The contonts of such letter are in part as follows;

"Dear Pai'ty Member Speer,

"Enclosed I am sending you a study reg'-;r-''ing

the development of the personnel in the coal
^i^i^ta industry during the month of July and
for the period from 1-20 August of this
year.

In conclusion it shows that from the

1 July — 20 A ugust 54,375 workers had been

allocated to coal mining.

14,942 thereof

were Eastern workers and 20,630 PW's, Extraordinrxily high is the number of those who
during the came period had left thieir job,
najnely 42,477 which is 78.1^ of all workders
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put to work, thoroof 21,3'3.i Eastern workers

and PviT s. Due to^ this high figure of ncn who
had left, the net'addition from 1 July - 20

August ic onlj"" 11,898«. The total personnel
in G-ernan coal nining was at the end of'June

926,738 and on the 20 August it was 938,636.
"Already on 5 August when L received the

firct evidence as to the qu4.ckiy incroacin'^

• figure of the men who had left, I contacted
hy the^ sa,me letters the G-auleiter Sauckol and
the Chief of the Security Police asking for a

more stringent control of foreigners, I am
enclosing a copy of this letter, I am convinced

that py far the greater part of the foreigners

are finding other Jobs somewhere else in G-or—

nany#

However, ^means and methods must be found

to bring these workers back to their job in the
mining industrj'*, or else the flight from minins*
coutinue to incroa.se if the men remainino*

on their joo see that their comp.atriots are free

• to Ica.yc their working pla.ce.

The Labor Emploj'--

mont Offices xliich toda.y possibly even welcome"

any a.dditional labor in their district coming
from any otner discrict must be given the strict
est order to put these men ba.ck on
job in the

mining industry,
•

"This frequent learling of a. va.grant life of

these foreigners brings a,bout in a,ll cases losses
in production to a considera.ble degree. The o'ror.t
lack of discipline of the foreigners becomes °
noticeable in first line in mining industry as

two Sunday shifts are involved and work in" the
mines for people not used to it is "o-^rticularl-^
difficult and dangerous,
"
* "

"Moans and methods must be fouud to maJko those

escapees return to the mining industry as fast as

possible.

In this connection camps should be set

up in the mining areas or departments in camps
. alroa^dy existing for the educational discipline
of those people when caught.

Furthermore it

-appears to me to be a necessity that, a'stroncj-ly
worded order shou4.d be given not only to the Labor
Offices but also to a.ll enploj^'ers stating that the
persons employing men having left their mining
job are suoject to punishment,'^

Evidence in the record shows indisputably that

not only was involuntary foreign civilian labor employed
in the mines of the Reich and in the industries of the
Hermann G-ooring berks, but that in the course of such
employment there was extensive exploitation of such
workers in that there wer^ mahy instani os of their

working under unhealthful conditions v/hile at the s-jno
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time being subjected to harsh and inhumane treatment#

In April, 1941, the Hoi oh Coal Association, RVIC,
v/as created by Funk, the Reich Minister of Economics, for

the purpose of governing and regulating the coal industry
in Gern'>an3r.

Defendant Pleigcr v/as Chairman of the

Praesidium of such association from its founding until the
end of the "ar.

In such position he exercised considerable

pov/er and r;as active in the procvirement of labor for the

coal industry.

This is apparent from the minutes of the

Central Planning Board which hereinbefore have boon referred

to, and by reason of his recommendations, and evidence
of other activities.

It is indeed significant; in view

of the testimony of PLMlGFPi to the effect that ho 'did hot

Imow of involuntary-^ recruitment of Eastern workers until

1943, that the ovidonco shov/s that he, as head of the HVK,
v/as advocating forcible conscription of Eastern workers as

early as September 19, 1941.

Files of the Military

%

Economic Staff of the Army' High Command, dated September

20, 1941, state in parts
"iTOTldil

"He;

Recruiting Ukrainian V/orkors from the
District of PIrlv/ol-Rog.

"In the course of a telephonic conversation
on 19 September, 11; 15 A!', Ilerr PLEIGSR thought
it necessary to discuss the various vquostions

already in the first letter to the RAM (Reich
Ministryr of Foreign Affairs). Paying the German
Wage sonic v/ould a dveraely influence wage levels
in the Donets Basin and in Mrlv/ol Rog from the
beginning.
Ilerr PLEIGER cent ended it paculd be
better not to hire these Avorkors but simply to

assign them v/ork 'and' to gi ve' thorn, bes'icios the^ir

fooci, pocket npney^ and cji allowance to their

dependents.

Moreover, rierr PIEIGER referred to

the no cos si ty^ to avoid from the beginning a
clashing with the interests of other consumers,

"In an oral discussion betv/ccn Dr. von Carlowitz
referred to by Ilorr PLSlGIilR) end Dr. Monger the
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lapoGGlbU-lty had boon dlscuGGed to continuo
hiring woi'liors on the baoiG heretofore cuGtoQaP^y

in tho occu'oiod torritoricG>
The follomng propocnl in regard to a method of procedure wac being
diccuGsed:

The workerg are

to be recruited by-

military adminictration headquarterg (IV ¥i)

under

the GUporviGion of rear area commander in coopera
tion with tho economic inGpector»
After the economic

incpoctorG once had accertainod how many workerc
arc available and how many would be needed locally

to bpera,te the minoG which arc ctill in good work
ing condition, the roGUlt thuc determined chould^
by taking into account the requirementG calculated

by the RAl"'! in connection with the Reich AGCociation
Coaly furnish the baois for recruiting figureOo
Actual recruiting chould be carried out by the
military adminictration headquarter, trancportation and feeding a,G far as the Reich border chould
be organized by the G-crman Wi~Organization

(economic orgcanization) in cooperation ^d.th the
tra.nGportation officer and the competent military

ra.tionG cupply offices." (Underccoring supplied)
At a PraGGidium meeting of the RVK held on 25th and 26th

of September, 1941,. under chairmanchip of PLEIGER, it

v:aG Gtatod, "Recruitment abro.ad (Krivjoi Reg, Poland, etc.-)
is to be continued energetically".
*

f

That such forced recruitment program was in fact
carried out is evidenced by the Social Political Bulletin

of the RVK dated December 1, 1941, which stated in part:

"A commiGGion consisting of repreoentativos
of the interested offices of" the 0K¥, the Roichsfuehrer SS, the a.uthoriticG, the Party, and the
Reich Coal AsGociation stayed in Kriwoi-Rog from
8 November to 10 November 1941 in order to pass
the necessary meacuroG for the transfer of
miners to the Ruhr District, in accordance with

the Reich Marshal*s decree of 24 October 1941,
At proGcnt about 6000 of the 10,000 to 12,000
riinerc provided come under consideration of this,

"ReprosentativcG of the Reich Ministry of La.bor
and the Reich Coal AGSociation together with the
competent Vfehrmacht officoG, will jointly prepare
the neccGsary meacurog concerning local affairs.

"The regiotration of x\rorkerG is being done by
the labor authorities of Kriwoi-Rog.

The first

medical examinal will be made by an Army physician.
Every worker who is to bo transferred will be dis

infected^ twice. The first disinfection will take
place at Kriwoi-'Rog, further dicinfectiono at
Przemysl, Lemberg or Tschcnstochau accox'ding to
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choice* The 'police cxrinlnation of the worlsoPG
Ig cn.rried out by Konrnandos of the Sccarity

Folico*

All iiTorkerG xflll firct be coployod as

haulorc in the Ruhr ninec#

Wagec will corroGpond

to the conditionc ordered by the Reich MarGhtal*"

"The transport will bo carried out in cloccd
trancport trainc under guard. Supcrvicory perGonncl will presumably bo provided by the Rcichc-

fuchrcr SS. The food Gupply for the transport
will be handled by the army victualling officcG.

''The transfer can be expected to begin in the
next few dayc. According to the plan provided

the firct trancport will ctart from Kriwoi-Rog

on 5 December '41,"
*

4

On Juno 23, 1942, PLEIGER addrcGGod a letter to
4

all dictrict groups of the coal industry, the memberg
of the PracGidium of the RVK and the cyndicatcG, calling
attention to the fact that agrocmentD had been reached

with Sauckel and Specr for the allocation to Oocring
of 43,000 KuGGia,n civilianG and for the allocation of

RuGGian priGonerc of war to such industry,

to be UGcd in G-erman-opcratcd ninoc.

ThcGc wore

BecauGC of go many

unfit people among the Rucsian civilianG thuc to be

allocated PLEIG-SR GtatcG An part as follovj's:

"In view of thoae facto the Plenipotentiary
Crencral for Labor Alloc.ation have agreed with
the Reich Minicter of AivaamentG cand Hunition

a.nd the competent military authoriticc, that
RuGcian Ericoners of War have immediately to

be allocated to the German Coal mining industricG. The Rulir diotrict hao put at, the dicpocal 30 officials who will go immediately to
the POV/ Camps and according to directivec of
the Plenipotentiary General for Labor Alloca

tion will take all meaGurec ncccGsary for the

technical expediency of the trancports- to all

mining dictrictc,

"Thb program for transports of PoW's provideo'
from 23 to 29 June daily trancportc of 2,000 men,
on 29 and 30 Juno, 4,6oo'men on each day, anc?

beginning with 1 July, 5,000 men daily.

"The trancportG of PoW^o .ire directed to

the Stalag camps of the individual military
arcac. The transport and ckillod metal workers
are oclcotcd from these arriving tranoporta of
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PoVJ^G in the Stalag

The recaaindGr

VTill bo put at the dicpoGal of the pining
induetrioG^

I t io your duty to take carp

that the porGonncl appointed by you exanine
once norc whether the Huccian PoW'g are phycically fit for allocation in your plantg.
The labor which ic declared unfit by you will
be put at the dicpoGal of the Regional Labor

officoG to be allocated elGewhcro.

I requcGt

you to contact ioncdiately your competent
Regional Labor officcG and the Stalag Canpe
and incure that the gelection takCG place in
perfect order#

"5# The trancportc of PoW'g arc directed
in ouch a way that, at firct the requirenentc
indicated in Column 1) of the above mentioned

lict of barraclcG will be filled#
order will bf applied;

The following

"1#) Ruhr, Aachen Ibbenbueren, Rhcinicche
Braunkohle, (Rhineland Brown Coal)
"2.) WcGtmark

"3.) MitteldcutGche Braunkohlc (Central G-erman
Brown Coal)

"4#) Upper and Lower Silenia
"5») Sudetenland.^

Thio and other evidence chowa the extencive employ
ment of Ruccian priGonerG of war in the coal mingc in
the Reich,

-

.

Employment of prioonera of war in coal mineo may
not be per se a

violation of the G-enova Convention as

constituting employment of prisoners of war in a danger
ous occupation*

Coal mining by a miner trained for that

purpose and working undex-* conditions where proper rcgula-

tiono and other safeguards are insicted upon and applied,
may not conotitute such dangerous work as to make it

wrongful to employ prisonerG of war therein#
however, is not the only toot#

This,

The G-oneva Convention

•prohibits the employment of prisoners of war in work

for which they may bo physically unfit#

It m.^JioG wrongful

the employment of prioonef s of war in work whi ch has a

direct I'eln.tion to wpj' opv^rTtiono,

It provides ths,t

work dours nuct not be cxcoscivc,' nnd thnt a wookly root
period of twenty—four hours nuot' be allowed the workers

each week.

It provides tiiat working conditions slir.ll not

be unhcalbhful and shall not be aggravated by disciplinary
nca-Gurcc*

• " '

Ihe tcctinony in this ca.GO proves beyond reasonable

doubt that in nany instancGs prisoners of war from Russia,
Poland, Belgian^and Franco were cniDloycd, sorsc in the coal
ninin^ industx^y, and cone in the plants of the Hcrreann

G-oering VJ"orks»

It appears, however, that in nany instances

rcquiroacnts of the G-cneva Convention with respect to Pris
oners of Vlar wore not observed in that -in sooc instances ncn

wore assigned to work for which they wore not fitg that thoy

wore .assigned to work uudcr conditions that wore unhcalthful;
that they wore not huna.nely treated, .and their work v;as sonotincs aggravated by disciplinary measures*

There is little

question but that PLEICJER vras aware of the conditions under

which such prisoners of War wore cnploycd. ^In this connec
tion it is significant to noto that PLSICER, at the 17th

Meeting o± cho Central Planning Board on 27 October 1942,
nade a report on prisoner of war cnployocnt which in part
is as follov;s;

/

"PLEIGER:

Lot'ne point out onco nero; so far

125,172 nen \ferc newly assigned,
xrhilc 33,842 have loft*

Furthermore

t;o have to take into considcr-^tion

that wo lost -^.pproximatcly 1,000 moq

per month in the.-Ruhr: by accidonts.

do,ath, ^etc,

A certain rcplaconont

shoulfl follow automatically.

Wo

should, by right, add a certain qual

ity factor to the percentage'which-wo
request. We lost OjOSl Rf c, 3,150

Eastern Woi-kors, 19,641 other foroigncrs.
^^'^^^^o_^shortagcs .arc the x^c.son for the
fact that practically no satisfaction
of the Ruhr Mining Industry could be
achieved so f.;ar."^
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When tiacPQupon being asked by Milch, «Haw can it be explained
that you lost so nany P»W.'s?-^'

the Defendant PLEIC3ER stated:

"Through sickneos rXid inaptitude, also partly through selfmutilation^"

It appears to be clear that the use of

prisoners of war in coal nines and under the conditions dis

closed by the record in this case is a violation of the regu
lations of the G-encva Convention.

•

The evidence also establishes beyond reasonable doubt

that forcibly conscripted foreign workers, including nany

^

foreign inoatos fron concentration camps, were cnployod

p-

in the Hernann G-oering V/orks and many foreign civilian

^

workers were also employed in the co.al mines of such Hernann
G-oering Works.

The coal mines of such concern constituted

a substantial coal production source of the Reich.'

It further

appears that such laborers in the plants and in the nines of
the Hermann G-oering Works were exploited.

It also appears that prisoners of war were employed
1

in the Hermann G-oering plants under conditions that were in

violation of the Cxcneva Convention.

^

A few of such prisoners

of xvar vjore used for transporting shells. Some prisoners of
war there employed, b6causo of the harsh and coercive measures

used, abandoned their prisoner of war status and agreed to

take civilian employment and were thereupon assigned to the
I

manufacture of materials for warfare.

The evidence clearly

^

shows that the objectionable conditions under which prisoners
of war and the civilian foreign workers wore employed did
not consist merely of isolated .and unusual instances, but
were px'eva.lent to such an extent as might well cause them to
be called gcnex*al»

As to the employment of slave laborers

in the concerns coming within the sphere of the Rl^ and in

the plants of the Hermann G-oering VIorks., there can be no
question out that such objectionable labor conditions and
-799^

tientncnu were within the knox^lcdgc of the Dcfondn.nt
who, ns is disclosed by the evidence, hold dooin'^.nt
nnd ncdivc positions in the RVK nnd in the Hernnnn G-ocring

Works, nnd wno hnd been instrunentnl in the procurencnt nnd
nllocntion oj. those for'oign slave laborers and prisoners of
war to the coal nines and the plants in question.

He would

have us believe that he was not aware of any of these condi
tions, He ha,s stated that if they vjore goncra.1 ho would have
known about then, Ihis^is not, under the circanst"•.noes and

A

in view of the evidence, an acceptable explanation. Many
reports were directed to the RVK, the Praesldiuia of which

was headed by PLnlG-iR, Such reports were of such a ha,ture
as to apprise the KVK officials of conditions that needed

inuediato ronedylng. It appcnjps that PLEIGSR visited plants.
Ho has testified that when he did so ho visited with tto
workers and would spoak to then. Ho has st-ted that ho
t^-ocs not rcneobor labor roports. In view of the evidence
and in view of the positions held by PLEIC-ER wo c-nnot be

lieve th-t he was not axrarc of the objectionable and inhunano
conditions under which the laborers in some of the rainos and
some of the plants were forced to labor.

We have here reviewed and. called attention to but a
small poxt of the evidence adduced by the prosecution. There

^

Is nuoh othor evidence in the record thnt is corrobomtlvG
of the oonclueiens thnt wc have hero roaohca. VJe have

ooneidorod the cvidonco and arguaonts_of the defense. Fron
our consideration of all the evidonce, wc nust and do find
Defendant PLEIGER G-UILTK under Count Seven.
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KEHRL

In addition to the general charges made against all
defendants in Count Seven it is specifically alleged that

Defendant KEflRL, during the period from September 1943, to

May 1945, was Chief of the Planning Office of the Central
Planning Board, and Chief of the Planning Office of the Reich
Ministry of Armaments and Viia-r Production, in vjhich capacities,
among others, it is alleged ho participated actively in the
formulation and execution of the slave-labor program of the

Third Reich.

J

It is alleged these activities Included arrango-

monts for, attendance at, and participation in meetings of
the Central Planning Board, and the submittal of proposed

assignments of manpower to industry, agriculture, and other
sectors of the German economy for decision by the Central

Planning Board.

It is alleged that he participated in the

preparation of the decisions of the Board and acted in
supervision over their execution. It is further alleged that
with full knowledge of the nature of the slave-labor program,
he advocated and took part in numerous measures involving
the forced recruitment and exploitation of foreign vorkers,
and the use and exploitation of prisoners of war in work

directly relating to war operations*
The Defendant KEHRL»s position and activities in the
\

Reich during the war years wore, as has heretofore boon
indicated,numerous and important.

It is apparent that

these positions did not come to him by chance; nor were

they unearned rewards.

Important tasks were doubtless o-s-^

signed to him because ho had doinonstrated himself to be a man
of great energy and largo capacities, a man who got things
done.

Heretofore in our treatment of Count Seven we have

discussed the creation and functions of the Central Planning

Board.

Its large and decisive role in the formulation and

execution of the slave-labor program has been set forth.

On September 4, 1943, Goering, by a decree, provided for

the establishment.of an executive office for said Central

Planning ^ard which was known as the Planning Office.

It

is important to note some of the provisions of the decree

establishing such a planning Office.

"(3)

For the preparation of decisions of the
Central Planning and in order to secure
the coordination of war needs in all

branches of economy, I am setting up a
Planning Office under the General Pleni
potentiary for Armaments.
It will be at
the disposal of the Central Planning for

all its tasks.

The tasks and powers of

the Planning Office will be fixed by the
General Plenipotentiary for Armaments, who,
with my consent, will appoint the Chief of

the Planning Office."
The Defendant KEHRL was appointed Chief of such Planning Of
fice.

It is again important to note that Speer, by decree of

16 September 1943, set forth the duties of such Planning
Office.

Pertinent sections of said decree are as follows;

"1. The Planning Office prepares the decisions
of Central Planning and supervises their execution.
"2.

In this connection it will especially prepare

the distribution to consumers of basic materials

(for instance iron, metals, coal, mineral oil,
nitrogen and other important raw materials).

"3. As a working basis for Central Planning,
the Planning Office has to draw up plans for produc
tion and distribution for the entire war economy,

the demand scheduled being based on the demands of
the entire German sphere of power. In this oonnectlon imports and exports are to be considered. The
entire planning is to be synchronized in advance
with the participating departments and specialist
offices, taking into account production requisites.
The Planning Office will constantly have to sum
marize ..and to evaluate the necessary statistical
material.

"4o

The Planning Office will-have to submit tp

Qefitral Plahning for decisibh^ Ihe proposed as

(trade economy on war work, |raffio> foddstuffs>e%i.T'
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I t also has

to evaluo.te atatiatically the carrying

tlirongh of

the assignments.

(Erphasis supplied).

"5. The Planning Office will have to advoeate
towards the Reich Ministry of Economics the require
ments of war industry in connection with the estab
lishment of import and export quotas.
It has to
report constantly to Central Planning about the
state of imports essential for war economy.
"II

"4.
The Planning Office has to evaluate statis
tically the industrial and war production existing
vi/ithin the power sphere of Greater Germany or of
the States allied with the Reich; i t has to develop
out of thct evaluation proposals for a

common ex

change of production in order to increase the ini

tial war production*"

i

In this connection i t is important to remember that

during the period from 1943 to 1945 Defendant KEERL, among
other important positions, also held the office of Chief of

the Raw Material Office in the Ministry of Armaments and
Ytfar Production.

While the defendant was not a member of the Central

Planning Board itself, his activities and influence in- such
Board was very *considerable.

.This is convincingly proved

by the minutes of many meetings of the Central Planning
Board which are in evidence in this case.

The repeated

efforts of the defendant himself in the course of the case,
as well as by witnesses testifying in his behalf, to
minimize the importance and extent of KEHRL^s influence and

activities in the Central Planning Board are not at all

convincing in view of thu unalterable record presented by

the minutes of the various meetings of the Central Planning
Board.

In this connection wo may well refer to the meeting

of such Board hold on 26 January 1943, which was, in fact,
before the creation of tho Planning Office of which ho sub

sequently became chairman.

Here the proceedings indicate

clearly that Defendant KEHRL was one who helped shape policy
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before such Board.

In such meeting, for Instance, th 0

Defendant ICEERL stated:

"I have so far repeatedly loft the Impression
of extreme stubbornness in the Central Planning

Board.

I believe, however, that such stubbornness

is necessary from at least one side."

The minutes further reveal that Spoor stated:
"As KEHRL is working in a high position with
the Ministry of Economics, X want to ask him to
make his requests as urgent as possible
"
The Defendant KE^IKL responded

"I had just intended today to ask you for
support in this direction. I also am of the
opinion the war situation would look entirely
different if we had used radical measures in
the past."
At the same meeting the defendant said:

"The occupied territories ought to be

placed under strict economic control.

Holland

is now under our Reich Office, In the beginning
of February I wanted to go to Brussels. The

•ccupied territories should be utilized much

more,"

The Planning Office of the Central Planning Board

played an extremely vital role in the functioning of the
Central Planning Board, including important plans and
decisions with respect to questions relating to the pro

curement and allocation of labor.

Efforts of the defendant

and other witnesses to minimize the extent of the defendant's
activities as the head of said Planning Board, as hereinbefore
indicated, are unconvincing.

Various so-called vjeekly

reports of the Planning Office, which, in fact, were introduced
by the defense in this case, indicate strongly the nature
and extent of such activities.

Evidence introduced in this

case indicates that KEHHL, as Chief of the Planning Office
and Chief of the Raw I.laterial Office of the Armaments

Ministry and

Production, attended practically all

the meetings of the Central Planning Board.
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The Central

Planning Board, It appears, assigned to and relied upon
the Planning Office headed by KEEHL to make important
estimates as to the best possible industrial use of new

labor supply.

It appears that KEHRL was present in the

Central Planning Board of March 1, 1944, where questions per-

' taining to labor supply and the allocation of labor were discussed.

Here it is graphically illustrated that as Chief of

the Planning Office of the Central Planning Board KEHRL
was not a mere,

innocuous, administrative clerk but one who

took an active part in the discussions of such Central Plan

ning Board and helped direct and shape its policies and
decisions.

In such meeting of 1 March 1944 the questions

pertaining to the procurement of additional foreign labor

were exhaustively discussed.
to such discussion.

KEHRL'contributed considerably

ICEIIRL, with others, indicated more

labor was needed.

Another meeting of the Central Planning Board must
also be referred to in this connection, also held on March

1, 1944.

At such meeting questions pertaining to labor

were exhaustively gone into.

Again KEHRL took an active

part in the discussion and deliberations of such Board.
At such meeting it appears that lOSHRL, speaking in behalf
of Speer, said:

"May I briefly explain the point of view of the
Minister. Otherwise the impression might be given
that the measures applied by Minister Speer are

incomprehensible or senseless and I would not like
such an impression to be created. To us, the affair
looks as follows: The assignment of labor for Ger

man purposes in 5'ranco was of comparatively modest
proportions up to the beginning of 1943 because the
extent of the shifting over of production was

limited to a few things with which the German cap
acity could not cope and beyond that to a few main
industries. During all this time a great number of
PronGhmon were recruited and voluntarily went to
Germany."

It appears that Sauok®! interrupted by saying, "Not only
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voluntarily;

some were recruited forcibly."

To which it

appears KEHRL rejoined:

"The calling-up started aftei^ the recruitment
did no longer yield enough results."
Sauckel then said:

"Out of the five million foreign workers who
arrived in Germany, not even 200,000 came
voluntarily."
The defendjint KEHRL then rejoined:

"Let us leave open for the moment the question
to what extent slight pressure was used. Form.-aiy,

at least, they were volunteers.

Since this voluntary

recruitment no longer had satisfactory results, we

started a call-up according to age-groups, .-md in
this we were very successful with the first age-

group. At least 80 percent of the /ige-group were
conscripted and sent to Germany. This started
about June of last year.
Proportionately to
the military developments in Russia and their

repercussions on the attitude of the Western!

Nations to the Tvar, the conscription by age-group
decreased substantially,
as Can oe seen from

statistical data available; people tried to dodge

this conscription to Germ.-aiy by age-groups partly
by falling to register at all, partly by not

showing up for shipment or leaving the transports

en route.

On the first attempts of this sort in

July .'tnd August, they noticed th;it the German
authorities were either not able or not willing

to seize these dodgers, and take them into custody
or transfer them'to Germany by ,force; as a result,
the willingness to comply with conscription orders
was reduced to a minimum and thereafter it was

only possible to conscript relatively low
percentages in the individual countries. On
the other hand, fearing that the Germ-oi

authorities might, after all, prove capable of

tr.acing them, these people did not go into French,
Belgi/in or Dutch pl'Uits, but dispersed into the
mountains and found help and assistance /onong the

small partisan groups there."
It thus appears that KEHRL h-id detailed knowledge of the
slave-labor program and its indefensible methods.
The evidence also reveals that in the Central Planning
Bo.ard meeting of 25 May 1944 KEHRL suggested the use of 35,000

prisoners of war for use In the Ruhr mine^.

He even sug

gested that he might discuss the question with Himraler who
had some Russi'in prisoners.

The recorded proceedings of

this meeting indicate that defendant KEHRL was inclined to

exercise a positive and aggressive attitude with respect to

tho doliborations and docIsions of tho Central Planning

Board.

As indicative thereof, roforonce is made to a

discussion between KEHRL and Spoor over coal allocation.
In such dialogue Spoor stated:

"I would bo ready to decide from tho Central

Planning Board, to proceed according to this plan,
and would draw tho corresponding deductions from
it.. But somehow wo must also sign what we have

suggested.

I'm ready to sign tho proposition."

KEHRL then stated, "I am not ready to sign it."

Spoor rejoined, "You are subordinate to mo."

To which

To this

KEHRL roplie(f:
"But I have the opportunity to say something
before tho final word.

I

don't think that the

suggestion"as it is hero, is possible to that
extent with the full burdening of tho iron."
KEHRL then proceeded to make a lengthy argument in support

of his position.

The deliberations of this mooting as a

whole indicate indisputably tho aggressiveness and tho
influence of KEHRL with respect to the decisions of tho
Central Planning Board.

It appears from the evidence in the record KEHRL

had knowledge that prisoners of war wore being employed
in the production of armaments.
There is evidence proving Speer designated KEHRL

to represent him in a

meeting to be hold on 3 January 1944

with Hiramler, Koitol and Sauckel, to discuss the "transfer"
of French labor.

It appears from the evidence that tho

Defendant KEHRL dlso was active in the Central Planning
Board with the alloc^ation of concontration-oamp inmatos

to industry.

A great deal of evidence, corroborative of

the matters heroinboforo referred to, establish beyond reason
able doubt the activity and the influence of Defendant KEHRL

in the shaping and carrying out of tho slave-labor program-.
As horotofore stated, efforts made by the defendant
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and Ills witnesses to inlnimizo the importance and influence

of KSHRL's position and activities, with.respect to the slavelabor program, wore not convincing. In fact ovidenco intro
duced in the defendant's behalf indicates indisputably that
the functions and activities of the defendant, as head of the

Planning Office of the Central Planning Board, and in other
capacities, were considerable with respect to the policies
and oxooution of the slave-lrbor program.

The defendant also, by the way of defense, has alluded

to tho fact that ho differed with Sauckcl with respect to the
so-called protcctod-plant scheme, whereby certain industries
in occupied countries were given war work and the workers
therein were not subject to deportation to Gormany.

It

appears that Sauckel disliked such scheme as it interfered
with his seizure of foreign workers thus employed. ViJhile
an extensive operation of such protected plants may have
sorvcd to docreasG the number of foreign laborers deported

to Germany, this cannot serve to absolve hira from the guilt
that attaches to him for his otherwise energetic furtherance

of said program. The Tribunal will not ignore efforts thus
made by KEHRL to alleviate the harshness of the slave-labor
prograra by a policy which would thus restrict deportations
from the occupied territories into Germany. We cannot, of
course, overlook the fact the.t the carrying out of a slavelabor program by the German Reich in plants operated by it

in a foreign territory would still be slave labor. In this
connection the International Military Tribunal stated as
f ollovi/s:

"Speer has argued that he advocated the
reorganization of the labor program to place a
greater emphasis on utilization of German labor
in war production in Germany and on the use of
labor in occupied countries in local production

Of consumer goods formerly produced in Germany.
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Speer took steps in this direction by establishing
the, so-called 'blocked industries' in the occupied
territories which were used to produce goods to be

shipped to Germany. Employees of these industries
were immune from deportation to Germany as slave
laborers and.any worker who had been ordered to go

Germany could avoid deportation if he went to
work for a blocked industry.

This system, although

somewhat less inhumane than deportation to Germany,

was still illegal.

The system of blocked industries

played only a small part in the over-all slavelabor program, although Speer urged its cooperation
with the slave-labor program, knowing the way in

which it was actually being administered."
From a full consideration of all the evidence

adduced by the prosecution and the evidence offered in

opposition thereto by the defendant, the Tribunal finds
the Defendant KEERL GUILTY under Count Seven.
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PUKL
/

*

The Defendant Smil PUHL, under Count Seven, is
specifically charged with having been active in financing

enterprises which, to his knoxiJledge, were primarily' created
to exploit slave lal^or.

It is asserted that in 1939

Defendant PUHL, acting directly through the instrumentality
of the Reichsbank and otherwise, conducted negotiations

with the SS concerning a loan of 6 million Reichsmarks

to the Deutsche Erd und Steim^-erke, commonly known as the

DEST, an SS economic subsidisiry which was especially de
signed to utilize concentration-camp labor for the purposes
of the Pour-Xeai-' Plan.

It is further alleged that upon the

recommendation of PUKL such loan was granted by the Crold—
4

diskontbank, and that thereafter the defendant assisted the
DEST in securing additional large loans, obtaining reduc
tions on interest rates on such loans, and receiving ex
tensions of time for repayment.

The evidence adduced by the prosecution indicates
that the Defendant PUHL was a member of the Aufsichtsrat
4

of the Deutsche G-olddiskontbank; which was a subsidiary
/

* 4

of the Reichsbank, from 1935 to -1945, and that he was a
member of the Board of Directors of the Reichsbank from
4

1935 to 1945, and Vice-President of the Reichsbank from
1939 to 1945,

It appears from the evidence that an applica

tion for a loan from the G-olddiskontbank was made, in behalf

of the DEST, for the purpose of expanding the activities of
such organization to make use of the labor of inmates of
concentration camps in accordance with the purposes of the
Four-Year Plan.

From the evidence i t appears that.it was

recognized that neithei* the Reichsbank noir the G-olddiskont
bank could with propriety issue such credit, but a sub-
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stantial loan, to wit in the sum of 8 million Reichsmarhs,
was made pursuant to such request in October, 1939, from

funds on deposit there by the Reich Ministry of Sconomics,
such loan being made after payment had been acquiesced in by
the Minister of Economics and the President of the Deutsche
V

Reichsbank, Walter Funk.

In this connection it is well to

note that^findings in the IMT Judgment with respect to the
said Funli, who was there a defendant, contain the following:

"As President of the Reichsbank, Funk was also
indirectly involved in the utilization of concentra
tion-camp labor.
Under his direction the Reichs

bank set up a revolving fund of 12 million Heichsmarks to the credit of

the SS for the construction

of factories to use concentration-camp laborers."
The prosecution introduced evidence to show that the

defendant made a visit to certain concentration ^lamps of
the DEST in connection with the loan of the DEST, with a
view to determining the meritoriousness of the application

for said loan.

Such visit it appears was^made in 1939,

There is nothing in the evidence, however, to indicate that
the defendant at that time -was aware that nationals of

other^ countries than G-ermany were imprisoned in such
Camps, although such seems to berths contention of the
prosecution.

At this early date, probably, if there were

other nationaisin such camps they were so extremely few
in number as

not to be noticeable,

A further request for a loan appears to have been

made and acted upon favorably in Kay of 1941,

Here again,

however, it a.ppears that such loan was granted only "after
a thorough discussion with the Reich Minister of Economy
and President of the German Reichsbank, VJalter Funk,"
Taking the documentary evidence submitted by the prosecu

tion to show the granting of loans to the SS for the purj

^

pose of utilization of concentration camps, we are inclined
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to the view that Funk was the deciding individual in such
transactions;

The contention of the prosecution, to the

effect that PUHL had authority to make such loans and did

in fact make them on his own discretion, does not appear to
be justified by the evidence*

The evidence adduced to show

that the Defendant PUHL held positions of considex-able re- .
sponsibility and authority are not in themselves controlling

on this question*

There is nothing to indicate that Funk in

these particular transactions was not the deciding factor*
Evidence offered in behalf of the defendant also tends to

throw serious doubt upon the contention that PUHL played a

^

decisive role in the granting of such loans. From the
evidence it is doubtful whether Defendant PUHL did more than

act as a conduit in these particular transactions.

The Tribunal is of the opinion that the charges against
Defendant PUHL under Count Seven have not been proved beyond

a reasonable doubt and he isi accordingly, found NOT GUILTY
under such count*

RASCHE

The Defendant RASCHE is speoifically accused under

Count Seven with having^been active in financing enterprises
which, to his knowledge, were primarily created to exploit

slave labor.

It is specifically asserted that RAS^RE took

a leading role, in conjunction with one Emil^Meyer, -who is
alleged to have been his colleague in the SS, the Circle of
Friends, and the Vorstand of the Dresdner Bank, in sponsor

ing, supporting, appz'oving and obtaining approval for loans

totaling millions of Reichsmarks to enterprises which used
concentration-camp labor on a wide scale and under inhumane

conditions.

It is asserted that the enterprises to which

such loans were made included numerous industries and

services maintained and operated throughout G-ermany and

the occupied countries by the Main Economic and Administra

tive Department (Wirtschaftj- und Verwaltungshauptamt,

commonly known as the WVRA), which w^s the main department
of the SS charged with the operation, maintenance, adminis

tration, and establishment of concentration camps.

It is

alleged that in many instances the loans were unsecured and
in other instances they were secured only by a so-called

"declaration of the Reichsfuehrer-SS".
Considerable evidence was introduced by the prosecu
tion with respect to this cOunt.

The defendant also intro—

\

duced considerable evidence in refutation of the charges
made hereunder.

The Tribunal is not Impressed with the preof adduced

by the prosecution to sustain the charges here made against
Defendant RASCHE.

,

It appears that Defendant RASCHE was a member and

later "spealter" of the Vorstand of the Dresdner Bank from
1935 to 1945.

While in such position it is claimed, "by the

prosecution he participated in the financing of SS enter

prises which used concentration-oamp labor on a wide scale
and under inhumane conditions.

Careful consideration of the

evidence as adduced by the prosecution and by the defense
fails to reveal that the Defendant RA30HE3 did in fact wrong

fully participate "in sponsoring^ supporting^ approving and
obtaining approval for loans totaling millions of Reiohs-

marhs to SS enterprises which used concentration-camp labor".
The testimony reveals that the Dresdner Bank did, over a

period of time, make loans of various amounts to SS enter

prises v/hich were being operated with conccntration-c^mp
labor.

There is little doubt but that the Emil Meyer,

referred to in the charges as having acted in conjunction
with Defendant RA.SCHE, took an active part in handling the
applications for such loans when they were submitted to the
Dresdner Ba,nk.

In this connection i t is well to note that

the Dresdner Bank was a private banking institution conduct
ing a great volume of business.

It appears that the loans,

despite the claims of the prosecution to the contrary, were
for the most part short-term loans and bear all the indica

tions of ho.ving been conducted with the same objectives in

mind as usua,lly prompt the. making of loans by any banking
Institution,

The prosecution failed to ostabli-eh their

contention that the Defendant HASCHS in fact was one of the

really deciding individuals vrithin the bank in the making of
such loans.

It appears that such loans wore usually secured.

It is chai^ged that some of such loans wore not backed by any

other guarantee than that of the Reichsfuelirer-SS,

This is

not serious in view of the fact that under the conditions

that prevailed in Germany at said tiritcs
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a guarantee by the

Reichsfuehror-SS of such loans coiad reasonably be con--

sidored as tantamount to a guarantee of suet^ loan by the

Reich itself*

This appears to have been the view of the

loaning bank officials.

In view of the foregoing, further discussion with

respect to the cheirges against RA3CHS in^this count may
not be necessary.

The Tribunal, hox/ever, wishes to note

that even if it were assumed that the Defendant RASCK3 took

or played a decisive role in the granting of said applica*"
tions for loans to the SS it would bo difficult to find him

guilty of participation in the slavo-labor program on that
account.

The evidence adduced by the prosecution to show

knowledge on the part of RA3CHS as to what was taking place
in the 33 enterprises with respect to labor is very uncon

vincing. The prosecution frequently referred to^in their
brief, and relied upon the fact that Oswald Pohl, the head
' of the WVHA, in an siffidavit introduced in evidence, indica
ted that RA.30KE had visited, with others, concentration

camps at a date antedating the warj and in which affidavit
the s.ffiant Pohl concluded that RA3CHS and the said Emil

Meyer knew "that concentration-camp prisoners were employed
in those enterprises".

The testim9ny of Oswald Pohl, as

given in this case on 16 June 1948, deprives the statements
of his affidavit of well nigh all of its claimed value in

that he then stated that his^affidavit, as made in 1946,

was largely nyide from memory, and that vrith respect to the
references therein made to Defendant RASOHE ""whom he admits
that he did not know at the time of the alleged visits to
the concentration camps," he stated;

",,.^and I do not know myself how I came to

make that statement; X was completely hazy."
The Defendant RA30HE himself unequivocally denied ever

having visited concentration camps*

Other testimony

offered to prove knowledge by RASCHE of concentration—

CEimp employment in the enterprises in question and of the

alleged inhumane exploitation of labor therein for the most
part consisted of poorly-supported conclutsians.-

In this

connection i t may be well to remember that the employment

of prisoners is not, per se, a violation of international

law.

At the date when Defendant RA.SCH5I is alleged to have

made visits tp the concentration camps, G-ei^many apparently
I

I.

was not yet engaged in seizing of nationals from other coun

tries a.nd placing them in^ concentration camps for labor in
%

SS industries*

Knowledge, therefore, with respect to the

illegal use of la^bor in the SS enterprises cannot be pre-

dica.ted upon such alleged visit or visits.

That knowledge

subsequently came to the' Defendant RASCHE with respect to

such alleged illegal use of labor in the SS enterprises to
which the Dresdner Bank had made loans is certainly not

proved beyond reasonable doubt.

}

The defense testimony v/as

to the effect that the defendant had no such knowledge.

We

Cannot go so far as to enunciate the proposition that the
official of a loaning bank is.chargeable with the illegal
operations alleged to have resulted from loans or which may

have been contemplated by the borrower.

RASCHE, as an

official of the loaning bank under the circumstances sur-

rounding the loans here under consideration, as revealed by

the evidence," did not thereby become a criminal partper of
the SS in the slave-labor program.
The Tribunal finds the Defendant RASCHE NOT GUILTY
under Count Seven.

«
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